Since labor supply and labor demand determines both employment and wage in labor market endogenously, both wage and employment, which we observe, are dependent variable in the sense of ex-post. Since unemployment is equal to labor supply minus labor demand, unemployment is dependent variable in the sense of ex-post, too. There is no causal relation between two dependent variables because independent variable explains dependent variable. Thus, the relationship between ex-post unemployment and ex-post wage in Phillips (1958) is not causal relation but correlation as meaningless as the strong correlation between ice cream sale and drowning rate. Similarly, both price and quantity we observe are determined by supply and demand endogenously in the sense of ex-post. Thus, inflation rate is dependent variable because inflation rate is the change in price level (i.e., change in the average price of all goods in the sense of ex-post). Hence, we are not permitted to explain unemployment rate by inflation rate and vice versa. As Friedman (1977) conjectured that Phillips curve is correlation which is misinterpreted for causal relation (i.e., trade-off) by economists, I conclude that Phillips curve is meaningless correlation between two dependent variables so that economic policy based on Phillips curve is invalid.
Introduction

The Debate on Causality versus Correlation of Phillips Curve: Brief Review
found significantly negative correlation between unemployment rate and nominal wage rate in British. Although Phillips curve is statistical structure instead of theoretical framework in macroeconomics, Phillips curve is influential for two reasons. First, Phillips curve is opposite to the positive relationship between unemployment and wage implied by labor demand curve so that the analysis of labor supply and labor demand in microeconomics seems to be not able to explain Phillips curve. Thus, Phillips curve demonstrates the irrelevance between macroeconomics and microeconomics. Second, economists interpreted Phillips curve as trade-off so that economists count on statistics to propose economic policy because empirical approach and theoretical approach are supposed to reach the same result even economists are not be able to explain statistical structures by economic theory. Consequently, economists have devoted themselves to discovering new statistical structures in the sense of macroeconomics (e.g., Okun gap and real business cycle) instead of advancing economic theory since then. Samuelson and Solow (1960) studied the relationship between inflation rate and unemployment rate instead of the relationship between nominal wage rate and unemployment rate in Phillips (1958) because Samuelson and Solow recognized the close linkage between wage and inflation based on cost-push inflation (i.e., rise in wage pushes product prices upward) and demand-pull inflation (i.e., increase in demand pulls both product prices and wage upward). Thereafter, I name the Phillips curve in Phillip (1958) to be wage Phillips curve and the Phillips curve in Samuelson and Solow (1960) to be inflation Phillips curve. When I write Phillips curve in this paper below, I refer to both wage Phillips curve and inflation Phillips curve. with what might happen in the next few years. It would be wrong, though, to think that our Figure 2 menu that relates obtainable price and unemployment behavior will maintains same shape in the longer run. What we do in policy way during the next few years might cause it to shift in a definite way." Obviously, Samuelson and Solow believed that trade-off between inflation rate and unemployment rate is stable in the short run but unstable in the long run because economic agents will automatically change their behavior in order to respond to the change in economic policy by which government exploits trade-off.
Unlike Samuelson and Solow who did not formally provide a model to explain why inflation Phillips curve shifts in the long run but the stable trade-off works in the short run, Friedman not only absolutely denied the trade-off between unemployment rate and inflation rate in the short run and long run but also provided natural rate unemployment hypothesis to explain why Phillips curve shifts in the long run. Friedman (1977) stated "this correlation was widely interpreted as a causal relation that offered a stable trade-off to policy makers". Comparing with Friedman (1974, p. 5 ), Friedman wrote "The boom that typically accompanies the onset of accelerated inflation is not the cause of the inflation but a side effect. The recession and unemployment that typically accompany the reduction of inflation are not the cure but a side effect." Since boom and recession regard total quantity of output produced currently in terms of GDP and price level is the index indicating change in the average price of current outputs while the change in price level is named to be inflation rate by economists, inflation rate is the "price" (nominal factor) corresponds to total quantity of current output (real factor). Excess demand implies that rise in price (e.g., rise in wage and inflation rate) accompanies rise in quantity (e.g., rise in employment and GDP) in boom because supply and demand, which are cause and independent variable, determines not only price but also quantity, which are effect and dependent variable, simultaneously. Thus, rise in employment and GDP does not cause inflation but statistically associates with inflation in the sense of correlation. Conversely, excess supply suggests that deflation statistically accompanies fall in employment and GDP so that fall in employment and GDP is side effect of deflation in the sense of correlation, not cure of inflation. Friedman (1974) implied that it is a false idea that price determines quantity and vice versa. Note that unemployment is also dependent variable determined by supply of labor and demand for labor endogenously because unemployment is the difference between labor supply and labor demand. We are not allowed to explain ex-post price by ex-post quantity and vice versa although there is correlation between two dependent variables (e.g., unemployment rate explains inflation rate as inflation Phillips curve does) because independent variable explains dependent variable absolutely. Thus, the absolute denial of causal relation between inflation rate and unemployment rate in Friedman (1974 Friedman ( , 1977 is consistent with the analysis of supply and demand in microeconomics whether Friedman referred to short run or long run.
Further, Friedman (1970) declared "Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon in the sense that it is and can be produced only by a more rapid increase in the quantity of money …" Friedman explained inflation rate by money growth rate based on quantity theory of money. Thus, unemployment rate does not influence on inflation rate absolutely. Since quantity theory of money predicts neutrality of money in the long run, inflation rate does not affect unemployment rate in the long run. Hence, Friedman (1970) is consistent with Friedman (1974 Friedman ( , 1977 when we take Friedman's theoretical framework as a whole. I conclude that Friedman is different from Samuelson and Solow because Friedman argued that there is neither short run causal relation nor long run causal relation between unemployment rate and inflation rate absolutely (i.e., no trade-off under any circumstance) while Samuelson and Solow believed that trade-off is always valid but unstable in the long term.
Although Friedman used natural rate unemployment hypothesis to explain why short run inflation Phillips curve shifts, Friedman did not recognize that shifting in short run inflation Phillips curve does not prove that the slope of Phillips curve is not causal relation but correlation. Let = + be regression. Since causality usually refers to the relationship between variable and variable , causal relation between variable and variable is represented by the stability of coefficient . Coefficient is variant because either there is no causal ration between variable and variable or there are other variables which affect variable (e.g., = + + is the true specification). Similarly, the change in coefficient means that this regression shifts due to the reason that either there are variables to affect variable in addition to variable or there is no causal relation between variable and variable . Otherwise, coefficient will not change. Shifting in short run Phillips curve corresponds to the change in interception of a regression but the numerical value of coefficient and the sign of coefficient are not necessary to change. For example, change in income shifts demand curve but shifting in demand curve does not disprove the negative relationship between price and quantity on demand curve estimated by us. Thus, it is wrong that there is no negative relationship between price and quantity on short run demand curve because long run demand curve is vertical. I conclude that Friedman's ineffectiveness of trade-off in the long run does not prove that the slope of short run inflation Phillips curve is not causal relation but correlation. Besides, Friedman (1968, p. 8) wrote "…there is always a temporary trade-off between inflation and unemployment; there is no permanent trade-off. The temporary trade-off comes not from inflation per se, but from unanticipated inflation…" Natural rate unemployment hypothesis in Friedman (1968) is contrary to Friedman (1974 Friedman ( , 1977 because the temporary trade-off is the causal relation between unemployment rate and unanticipated inflation rate in Friedman (1968) but there is no causal relation between inflation rate and unemployment rate in Friedman (1974 Friedman ( , 1977 whether inflation rate refers to anticipated inflation rate or unanticipated inflation rate. Let = + ( − ) be Friedman's inflation Phillips curve based on natural rate unemployment hypothesis, where , , and are natural rate of unemployment, actual unemployment rate, anticipated inflation rate and actual inflation rate. Since actual inflation rate is equal to unanticipated inflation rate plus anticipated inflation rate, − is equivalent to unanticipated inflation rate. Let's study a case. Assume that natural rate of unemployment is 4 percent, actual inflation rate is higher than anticipated inflation rate by 1 percent (i.e., unanticipated inflation rate is 1 percent) and coefficient is equal to −1 because the slope of inflation Phillips curve is negative. In this case, actual unemployment rate is equal to 3 percent. Under natural rate unemployment hypothesis, the inflation Phillips curve of Samuel and Solow is equivalent to = − + . Inflation Phillips curve shifts because anticipated inflation rate makes interception be variant. Since is stable, represents cause. Thus, empirical study is not able to statistically reject the causal relation between actual employment rate and actual inflation rate even natural rate unemployment hypothesis is true because actual inflation rate is the sum of anticipated inflation rate and unanticipated inflation rate (i.e., unanticipated inflation rate is an element contained by actual inflation rate) while unanticipated inflation affects actual unemployment. Thus, actual inflation rate impacts on actual unemployment rate absolutely in the sense of statistics although actual inflation rate is biased estimator to represent unanticipated inflation rate. In other words, the vertical long run inflation Phillips curve is not the disproof of causal relation between actual inflation rate and actual unemployment rate (i.e., trade-off) but many on one mapping between actual inflation rate and unemployment rate mathematically due to changes in coefficient .
It is worth noting that Granger and Jeon (2009) stated that wage rate is effect while unemployment rate is cause in Phillips (1958) . But natural rate unemployment hypothesis suggested that unanticipated inflation rate is cause and actual unemployment rate is effect in Friedman (1968) . Concerning the relationship between price (nominal factor) and quantity (real factor), Friedman (1968) and Phillips (1958) are contrary to each other. It leads me to discuss what the true relationship between price and quantity is in section 3.
Certainly, correlation does not imply causality. For example, there is strong and stable correlation between ice cream sale and drowning rate but ice cream sale is not the cause of drowning rate and vice versa. Since temperature is the common factor which affects both ice cream sale and drowning rate, the time series of ice cream sale and the time series of drowning rate assimilate like cointegration. Thus, there is strong and stable correlation between ice cream sale and drowning rate although there is no causal relation between ice cream sale and drowning rate. If there is no causal relation between two events, we should observe samples that the relationship between two events disclosed by a single sample is opposite to the relationship between two events demonstrated by correlation. For instance, the relationship of a single sample drawn from desert shows that ice cream sale is high but drowning rate is low although the correlation between ice cream sale and drowning rate based on global samples is positive. I review Phillips (1958) in which there were seven samples with positive relationship between unemployment rate and nominal wage rate (1861-2 and 1867-8 in figure 2, 1878-9 in figure 3, 1885-6 in figure 4, 1896-7 and 1903-4 in figure 6 , and 1912-3 in figure 8 ). These seven samples of positive relationship between nominal wage rate and unemployment rate are empirical evidences to hint that wage Phillips curve would be a stable but meaningless correlation between nominal wage rate and unemployment rate rather than causal relation.
It is the key idea of this paper that the sign of coefficient in = + will not change even regression is specified differently (e.g., = + + ) if there is causal relation between variable and variable . In other words, if there is no causal relation between variable and variable , we should get both the positive ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; coefficient and negative coefficient either under the same specification but different sample sets (e.g., samples of ice cream sale and drowning rate collected in desert) or under different specifications but the same sample set. For example, Teles and Zhou (2005) found that the correlation between interest rate and money demand was not only negative but also positive. The result of Teles and Zhou empirically implies that quantity theory of money is false due to missing causation mechanism between quantity of money and interest rate. It empirically supports the demonstration in Ting (2017a) that quantity theory of money is false because Fisher's exchange equation is derived from the definition of income velocity and there is neither causality nor logical inference in the definition of income velocity. Further, quantity of money is determined by money supply and money demand endogenously. Aggregate income is determined by demand for total current output and supply of total output endogenously. Interest rate is determined by supply of loan and demand for loan endogenously. Consequently, I interpret the meaning of Ting (2017a) as the theoretical proof that both the correlation between quantity of money and aggregate income and the correlation between quantity of money and interest rate are identical to the correlation between two dependent variables (e.g., Phillips curve), which is as meaningless as the correlation between ice cream sale and drowning rate from the view point of missing causation mechanism. As Phillips curve is unstable, Ting (2017a) predicted that both the correlation between money and aggregate income (i.e., income velocity) and the correlation between money and interest rate are unstable in the long term. Ting's prediction complies with the common sense in monetary economics that money demand (i.e., income velocity) has been unstable since Goldfeld (1976) . To summarize, there is no causal relation (i.e., trade-off) between nominal wage rate and unemployment rate as well as inflation rate and unemployment rate empirically if we observe that the slope of Phillips curve is not only positive but also negative.
The slope of inflation Phillips curve during two oil crises (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) in U.S. was positive and Friedman (1977) admitted that natural rate of unemployment hypothesis cannot explain the positive slope inflation Phillips curve during two oil crises. Bhattari (2016) found that there is no evidence of trade-off in Austria, Germany, Israel and Norway as well as there are positive correlation between inflation and unemployment for Korea, Russia and Slovak Republic. Williamson (2015) reported that the slope of Phillips curve was positive in U.S. after Great Recession. Broadberry et.al (2012) found that Phillips curve was slightly positive from 1700 to 1870 and there was no Phillips curve between 1200 and 1700 in U.K. There was Tudor great inflation from 1500 to 1700 in U.K. while price level was almost fixed between 1300 and 1500. Friedman (1968, p. 8) wrote "Implicitly, Phillips wrote his article for a world in which everyone anticipated that nominal price would be stable and in which that anticipation remains unshaken and immutable whatever happen to actual prices and wages." Friedman's argument cannot explain why there was no Phillips curve when nominal price was stable between 1300 and 1500 in U.K. although Friedman's argument explains why there was no Phillips curve during Tudor great inflation.
Missing inflation and missing deflation suggests that inflation Phillips curve have become very flat since 1990s in U.S. It implies inflation Phillips curve would be horizontal (e.g., price rigidity recovery between 1934 and 1939 in U.S.) rather than vertical if there is no causation mechanism between inflation and unemployment. Thus, the hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve is wrong because New Keynesian economics attributes flat Phillips curve to hysteresis of price expectation instead of non-causality. Besides, Borio et al. (2015) studied 38 economies covering 140 years and concluded that the relationship between inflation and unemployment was very weak and Guido and Eliana (2016) found that the wage Phillips curve became stepper in Euro area, which implies that there are factors influencing on wage in addition to unemployment.
Economists usually emphasized deflationary recession because of Great Depression. But inflationary recession also existed, e.g., oil crisis and hyperinflation in Germany 1923. In addition to post war inflationary growth, deflationary growth appeared in nineteenth century frequently. Rothbard (2002) investigated the deflationary growth between 1839 and 1843 in U.S. Neely (2010) reminded us that price level fell on average almost 5 percent per year from 1876 to 1879 in U.S. while average output growth exceeded 7.6 percent. Bordo et.al (2004) studied deflationary growth in U.S., British and Germany from 19th century to the First World War. From the view point of microeconomics, deflationary growth arises from cost down and technology progress (i.e., supply curve shifts rightward). For example, the price of computer and the price of smart phone decreased tremendously in recent decades while quantity of computer and smart phone also increased tremendously at the same era. Deflationary growth implies that the slope of inflation Phillips curve is positive because unemployment usually decreases when economy grows. Note that the hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve neither complies with deflationary growth nor explains positive slope Phillips curve.
Since the relationship between price and quantity is random if both supply curve and demand curve shift, regression based on time series of price (e.g., wage) and quantity (e.g., unemployment) is not able to settle the debate on causality versus correlation of Phillips curve because some empirical studies will support trade-off ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; while the other empirical studies will deny trade-off. Thus, economists asked alternative methods to test Phillips curve. Economists would count on Granger causality test to statistically identify the causal relation between unemployment rate and wage rate as well as unemployment rate and inflation rate rather than the sign of coefficient . If we use Granger Causality test to study relationship between two dependent variables, bidirectional causality should be observed frequently in empirical studies because there is no causal relation between two dependent variables. For example, quantity of money and aggregate income are two dependent variables, which coexist simultaneously and pro-cyclically in the sense of ex-post, so that Sims (1972) found unidirectional causality from money to aggregate income but Thornton and Batten (1985) reported bidirectional Granger causality between quantity of money and aggregate income. Besides, bidirectional Granger causality implies circular reasoning because two variables explain each other. Granger and Jeon (2009) found that causation is one way from unemployment to inflation but one way causation is weak in recent years. Granger and Jeon also found that causation was from inflation to unemployment in both U.S. Ting (2017a) demonstrated that we are forbidden to derive any theorem from definition except that this theorem is proved before we introduce definition into theoretical framework (e.g., it is false that we derive = from the definition of income velocity, = ÷ , because we do not prove = before we define = ÷ ), we are not permitted to derive a theorem from dependent variable (e.g.,
is not permitted to appear in equation 3.12 to prove cross-equation restriction ).
Objective and Methodology
Since theoretical framework is the only way to settle the debate of Phillips curve, the objective of this paper is to demonstrate that unemployment, wage and inflation rate are three dependent variables derived from not only literally theoretical framework but also mathematic models based on supply and demand analysis, especially shifting in supply curve and demand curve. In other words, there are different approaches to reach the same conclusion that Phillips curve is a particular case that economists misinterpreted the relationship between two ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; dependent variables for causality (e.g., wage rate and unemployment rate are two dependent variables determined by labor supply and labor demand). Since the relationship between two dependent variables may be stable and significant in the short term but is definitely random in the long term, it explains why we observe not only negative slope Phillips curve regularly so that some economists believe that Phillips curve is still alive but also positive slope Phillips curve and flat Phillips curve occasionally so that trade-off is rejected by empirical studies. I will theoretically and mathematically demonstrate that wage rate, inflation rate and employment rise and fall simultaneously during business cycle based on Ting (2011) and Ting (2017b) so that we have observed negative slope Phillips curve frequently for centuries. Shifting in supply curve caused by supply shock (e.g., oil crisis and cost down technology) explains positive slope Phillips curve. Flat inflation Phillips curve refers to price rigidity, which is caused by shifting in both supply curve and demand curve toward the same direction according to Ting (2017b) . Thus, shifting in both supply curve and demand curve theoretically explains why the slope of Phillips curve is random in the long term but stable apparently in the short run and why statistical test is useless to settle the debate on causality versus correlation of Phillips curve.
It is worth noting that there are three different types of unemployment. First, there is unemployment when market wage is higher than equilibrium wage under given labor demand curve and labor supply curve. Second, unemployment occurs or increases when labor demand curve shifts leftward, e. g., involuntary unemployment in Keynes (1936) . The third type unemployment is natural rate unemployment, which is not associated with wage and inflation rate. Theoretically, I predict that the correlation between wage and volume of first type unemployment is positive while the correlation between wage and second type unemployment is negative. In other words, Phillips (1958) implicitly is associated with the second type unemployment only. Thus, I have to analyze types of unemployment when I will study Phillips curve in section 5 and section 6. Notice that I ignore change in labor supply in this paper because Hall (2005) argued that unemployment problem depends on job finding rate instead of job searching while change in the number of job searcher arises from the change in labor supply.
The methodology of this paper is consistent with two sources. First, Klamer (1984, p. 131 ) recorded Solow's statement that "you cannot understand the behavior of our economy on the assumption that it is always at or near a full, or Walrasian, equilibrium, and that you cannot account for the movements that you see in output and employment on the assumption that everything you see is at the intersection of traditional supply and demand curves, and that movements are only accounted for by shifts in those curves."
Second, Gorden (2013) studied the puzzle of missing deflation of Phillips curve and wrote in page 9 "The puzzle was solved by recognizing that macroeconomics was symmetric with microeconomics in which simple supply and demand curve demonstrated that the price and quantity of wheat can be positively or negatively correlated" and "Finally macroeconomics had caught up with microeconomics: inflation could be negatively correlated with unemployment when demand shocks were dominant, as in the Vietnam-war era of low unemployment, but inflation also be positively correlated with unemployment in era like 1973-75 when sharp increases in oil prices raised inflation, reduced purchasing power and caused a recession in output and sharp rise in the unemployment rate." I interpret Gorden's statement as below. When Vietnam-war expenditure kept pulling aggregate demand curve rightward, markets were in excess demand continuously, which is equivalent to inflationary boom, so that wage, inflation and employment were pro-cyclical (i.e., the slope of Phillips curve is negative). In 1973-75, inflation Phillips curve had positive slope because oil crisis (i.e., supply shock) pushed aggregate supply curve upward and aggregate demand curve leftward inter-periods while markets were in excess supply continuously, which is equivalent to inflationary recession. Technology shock pushes supply curve to shift rightward, which also leads to positive slope inflation Phillips curve. Thus, Gorden's methodology refers to not only analogy between macroeconomics and microeconomics but also shifting in both demand curve and supply curve inter-periods as the methodology of this paper does exactly.
Organization of This Paper
The debate of Phillips curve involves many aspects, e.g., expectation, static equilibrium versus dynamic equilibrium, natural rate unemployment given exogenously versus cyclical unemployment determined endogenously and causality (trade-off) versus correlation (nontrade-off). These aspects are interrelated. Let's study two cases. First, natural rate unemployment hypothesis regards static equilibrium because natural rate unemployment is given exogenously and economy will restore natural rate unemployment by adjustment in real wage. If unanticipated inflation rate is given exogenously, then cyclical unemployment caused by change in unanticipated inflation rate exogenously is independent of fluctuations of GDP, which is a false conclusion because cyclical unemployment associates with fluctuation of GDP in fact. If unanticipated inflation rate is determined endogenously, then unanticipated inflation rate is dependent variable so that natural rate ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; unemployment hypothesis is false because Friedman used unanticipated inflation rate, which is a dependent variable, to explain unemployment. In short, expectation, unemployment, equilibrium and causality (dependent variable versus independent variable) are interrelated in debate of Phillips curve.
Second, although unemployment and wage are two dependent variables endogenously derived from the analysis of supply and demand in this paper, the formally mathematic models and the literature analysis are different approaches based on the same analysis of supply and demand so that these different approaches interrelated from section 3 to section 5. If conclusions derived from different approaches are different, then this paper is false. In other words, it is an implicit way to support conclusions of this paper if I will derive same conclusions from different approaches, which are based on the same methodology (supply and demand analysis in this paper).
The analysis of this paper is incomplete and unsound if this paper does not take care of important aspects about the debate of Phillips curve. Therefore, each section of this paper is a theoretical framework to explain why preceding investigations about Phillips curve are wrong and establish correct approach to study Phillips curve. Thus, the sequence of sections in this paper is theoretically interrelated instead sequentially organized. But preceding sections are the foundation of the further development of theoretical framework for interrelated aspects in following sections while the inner structure of each section in this paper is based on the same methodology to derive conclusions regarding the debate of Phillips curve from the analysis of supply and demand logically and sequentially. In other words, each section provides a particular method to demonstrate that Phillips curve is correlation instead of causality. It is seems to be wrong that economists mistake this paper to be not a scientific paper but a collection of notes because sections in this paper seems to be sequentially irrelevant so that conclusions of each section in this paper are not convincible enough to verify the true idea of Phillips curve as well as a collection of reflections of real world because empirically studies listed in this paper seems to be sequentially irrelevant so that empirical studies about Phillips curve listed in this paper are not evidences to support conclusions of this paper and deny traditional approach to investigate Phillips curve theoretically and statistically.
Natural rate unemployment hypothesis is the only one theoretical model, which is widely accepted by economists to explain why Phillips curve implies temporary trade-off instead of permanent trade-off, I have ever known. Since I will count on not only supply and demand to explain why Phillips curve is built on two dependent variables so that Phillips curve is absolutely meaningless correlation instead of causal relation in both short run and long run but also pro-cyclical co-movements to explain why these two dependent variables are negatively correlated in business cycles except that supply shocks induce positive slope Phillips curve, this paper is nonsense if natural rate unemployment hypothesis is true. Besides, economists can attack this paper based on natural rate unemployment hypothesis even we do not know natural rate unemployment hypothesis is true or false. Therefore, I prove that natural rate unemployment hypothesis is false in section 2 before I display my theoretical framework about Phillips curve.
The purpose of section 3 is to explain the relationship between price and quantity in the sense of ex-ante and ex-post conceptually and literally so that I assure that relationships among wage, unemployment and inflation rate derived from mathematic models in section 4 and section 5 are dependent. In section 3, I will argue that the relationship between ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity (i.e., demand curve and supply curve) is mathematic mapping instead of cause and effect as well as the relationship between ex-post price and ex-post quantity is statistical correlation instead of causality because both ex-post price and ex-post quantity are dependent variable (effect) while both supply and demand are independent variable (cause). Thus, I literally demonstrate that the trade-off between wage and unemployment and the trade-off between inflation and unemployment are two cases of misunderstanding the relationship between price and quantity in the sense of not only ex-ante but also ex-post. I also demonstrate that both real price (e.g., real interest rate and real wage) and relative price are definition, which is neither independent variable nor dependent variable, so that we are not permitted to construct economic theory on real price (e.g., Friedman (1968) built natural rate unemployment hypothesis on real wage and Phelps (1967) constructed his model of inflation Phillips curve on real interest rate) and relative price (e.g., the business cycle theory of Lucas (1980) is based on the confusion between change in relative prices and change in nominal prices).
Following section 3, I develop a microeconomic model in section 4 and a macroeconomic model in section 5 in which wage, inflation rate and employment are all dependent variables correlated positively intending to show that arguments in section 3 are true. In section 4, I construct a microeconomic model based on Ting (2017b) to study the output effect on employment and wage in firm theory when both supply curve and demand curve shift inter-periods. Ting (2017b) demonstrated that product supply curve always shifts toward the same direction as product demand curve shifts. Further, labor demand curve shifts toward the same direction as product supply ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; curve shifts because labor demand is derived from supply of product. Since output effect arises from shifting in product demand curve (e.g., change in aggregate income leads to change in demand for products first and then supply of products next), the firm's labor demand curve shifts toward the same direction as product demand curve shifts. Consequently, firm theory demonstrates that wage, employment, product price and volume of output are all dependent variables, which are positively correlated each other (i.e., Phillips curve) in time series under the circumstance that both supply curve and demand curve shift inter-periods. This conclusion suggests that macroeconomic employment theory in section 5 must be analogous to microeconomic employment theory developed in section 4 because employment in the sense of macroeconomics is aggregation of employment in the sense of microeconomics so that they have the same essential characteristics.
Ting (2011) built a theoretical business cycle model on supply and demand as well as budget constraint, which generates pro-cyclical co-movement of wage rate, employment, price level and aggregate income in current period by excess demand and excess supply. Notice that excess demand (supply) in current period implies boom and expansion (recession and contraction) so that both excess demand and excess supply are essential characteristics of business cycle. Since wage, price level (inflation rate) and employment are all dependent variables in Ting (2011) , there is no causality (i.e., neither temporary trade-off nor permanent trade-off) on Phillips curve. Since Ting (2011) unrealistically assumed that all labors are self-employee, Ting (2011) concluded that input markets are in equilibrium if output markets are in equilibrium. Thus, there is no obstacle to prevent economy from full employment. Since Ting (2011) is not able to explain persistent unemployment and persistent unemployment is interpreted as the evidence that there is no trade-off on Phillips curve, Ting (2011) is incomplete and unsound. In section 5, I replace the self-employee assumption by the realistic description that firms hire labor to produce output. In addition to pro-cyclical co-movement in Ting (2011), I reach a new and crucial conclusion that labor market is possible to be in disequilibrium when aggregate income is in equilibrium. This conclusion demonstrates the existence persistent unemployment and slow recovery as well as shows that persistent unemployment is a statistical phenomenon (i.e., dependent variable) instead of exogenous factor.
The purpose of section 5 and section 6 is to further discuss type of unemployment following section 3 and section 4 because the type of unemployment in section 4 and section 5 is caused shifting labor demand curve due to income effect and output effect while classic economics and natural rate unemployment concern change in unemployment caused by change in wage (wage substitution effect). But both classic economics and natural rate unemployment hypothesis have the same fatal mistake that wage is impossible to rise when there is excess supply of labor (i.e., unemployment) so that unemployment is impossible to increase without exogenous interference, e.g., unanticipated inflation rate and wage rigidity due to union and minimum wage law. In section 6, I interpret Keynesian's involuntary unemployment as the unemployment caused by endogenously leftward shifting in labor demand curve (i.e., cyclical unemployment), not caused by wage rigidity due to the reason that wage rigidity makes market wage is higher than equilibrium wage. Thus, involuntary unemployment and Phillips curve are two pro-cyclically statistical phenomena. Besides, involuntary unemployment concerns increase in unemployment under either lower wage or given wage instead of total number of unemployment, friction unemployment and job searchers conceptually. To summarize, section 5 and section 6 discuss what type unemployment macroeconomics regards and it is crucial that the model developed from section 4 to section 6 handle aspects of unemployment about Phillips curve in macroeconomics I have ever known because if a single methodology cannot take care of all aspects about an event, this methodology is incomplete and unsound. In other words, this paper fails to explain Phillips curve in the sense of scientific paper.
In section 7, I remark that the study of Phillips curve in this paper suggests that policy instrument should be independent variable and policy target should be dependent variable as well as implies that we fail to forecast results of economic policy (i.e., econometric policy evaluation) by econometric model because economists construct econometric model on relationships between dependent variables and dependent variables (e.g., Phillips curve) instead of relationships between independent variables and dependent variables. In other words, parameters drift is not the reason of failure of econometric policy evaluation but missing causality is if parameters represent relationships between dependent viable and dependent variable. For example, drift in coefficients of Phillips curve is a wrong diagnose for the failure of econometric policy evaluation because coefficients of Phillips curve are random substantially.
Natural Rate Unemployment Hypothesis Is False
In Friedman (1968) , natural rate unemployment hypothesis is composed of three key ideas, which are interwoven to each other. First, Friedman (1968, p. 8 ) stated "The "natural rate of unemployment", in other words, is the level that would be ground by the Walrasian system of equations". Second, Friedman (1968, p. 10) addressed "Indeed, the simultaneous fall in ex post in real wage to employers and rise ex ante in real wage to employees is ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; what enabled employment to increase" and "the rise in real wages will reverse the decline in unemployment, and then lead to a rise, which will tend to return unemployment to its former level." Third, Friedman (1968, p. 11) wrote "The temporary trade-off comes not from inflation per se, but from unanticipated inflation, which generally means, from a rising rate of inflation…A rising rate of inflation may reduce unemployment, a higher rate will not…It cannot use its controls over nominal quantity to peg a real quantity." In short, natural rate unemployment hypothesis is dynamic process of automatic equilibrium restoration mechanism, which is composed of a causal relation chain like domino. Asymmetrical information creates unanticipated inflation rate, which determines change in real wage and actual unemployment. But learning will revise inflation expectation so as to eliminate unanticipated inflation rate and restore natural rate unemployment. Asymmetrical information and learning are the final cause while unanticipated inflation rate is the effect. Unanticipated inflation is the secondary cause and change in real wage is the direct effect of unanticipated inflation rate but the secondary effect of learning and asymmetrical information. Change in real wage is the third class cause and change in actual unemployment is the final effect. Like the case of Hoover above, we are able to replace unanticipated inflation rate and change in real wage by asymmetric information and learning as well as substitute unanticipated inflation rate for change in real wage.
Friedman (1968) did not link unanticipated inflation rate to fluctuation of GDP so that employment depends on wage only. But Lucas (1980) argued that entrepreneurs mistake the change in absolute price for change in relative price due to asymmetric information (unanticipated inflation) so that entrepreneurs produce more or less products and employ more or less labor than economy actually needs. For example, if money supply is greater than money demand due to asymmetric information about money supply (i.e., unanticipated increase in money supply), unanticipated inflation rate will be greater than zero based on Fisher's exchange equation so that unemployment will be lower than natural rate unemployment and GDP will rise. If money is neutral, both GDP and unemployment should return to its former level. Thus, the first idea of Friedman implies that natural rate unemployment hypothesis requires that static equilibrium should exist in every market due to neutrality of money except that labor market is in disequilibrium because natural rate unemployment requires that labor supply should be greater than labor demand. It implies that both supply curve and demand curve are given so that price substitution effect restores equilibrium price and quantity. Otherwise, output and unemployment will not return to its former level, which is emphasized in Friedman's second idea. For example, real wage rate and unemployment rate may not return to its former level if recovery is caused by increase in net aggregate investment because GDP returns to its former level now but both aggregate supply curve and labor demand curve will shift in the future due to change in capital stock. Thus, the equilibrium economy reaches is dynamic so that unemployment will be greater or less than natural rate unemployment in the future.
Since static equilibrium is the premise of natural rate unemployment hypothesis implicitly but dynamic equilibrium (i.e., shifting in supply curve and demand curve emphasized by Solow and Gorden) is normal in real world, static equilibrium is false premise on which we construct theory to explain real word. The theory constructed on false premises is false even we do not make any logical mistake. For example, we can derive true conclusions (e.g., sun rise in east and sun set at west) from false premises (e.g., sun rotates earth from east to west). I conclude that the economic theory built on static equilibrium is false to explain Phillips curve, e.g., natural rate unemployment hypothesis.
In Friedman's third idea, Friedman links the fluctuation of real wage and unemployment to rising rate of inflation (i.e., unanticipated inflation rate). Since labors underestimate the future inflation rate due to asymmetric information (i.e., rise in ex-ante real wage in Friedman's second idea), the real wage that labors will receive is less than labors expected if labors accept job. But a rational labor will revise his expectation of inflation and quit job if the ex-post real wage he receives is less than he expected due to unanticipated inflation rate. Since unanticipated inflation rate diminishes due to learning, both unemployment and real wage will return to its former level while other markets restore its static equilibrium. Thus, real wage rises when unemployment rises and real wage falls when unemployment falls so that we should observe countercyclical pattern of real wage under natural rate unemployment hypothesis. That is, substitution effect of real wage on labor demand curve discussed in Friedman's second idea restores natural rate unemployment so that the relationship between real wage and unemployment is positive (i.e., countercyclical wage and positive slope of real wage Phillips curve). Friedman (1968) used the case of Brazil inflation to support natural rate unemployment hypothesis because both real wage and unemployment increased (decreased) in Brazil when inflation rate of Brazil fell (rose).
But there are many empirical evidences against countercyclical real wage. Marczak and Gómez (2012) Vol. 10, No. 11; U.K., Germany and Japan had cyclical real wage pattern while Canada, Spain, Ireland and New Zealand had countercyclical real wage pattern. Empirical studies support the argument that the relationship between ex-post wage and ex-post unemployment is random in time series because both labor demand curve and labor supply curve shifts. If real wage determines unemployment as Friedman predicted, real wage is impossible to be not only cyclical but also countercyclical in empirical studies. Bils (1985) not only found cyclical real wage but also suggested that we have to concern the impact arising from shifting in labor demand curve on real wage. Since shifting in labor demand curve implies that unemployment will not return to its former level, Bils' suggestion denies natural rate unemployment hypothesis implicitly.
Great Depression is an interesting case of short run Phillips curve. Friedman (1968) predicted positive slope. Second, inflation rate was almost equal to zero while unemployment rate declined (i.e., price rigidity and horizontal inflation Phillips curve) but the slope of nominal wage Phillips curve is negative apparently. It demonstrates that wage Phillips curve is different from inflation Phillips curve but natural rate unemployment hypothesis ignores this difference fully. If unanticipated inflation rate is greater than zero, then actual inflation rate is greater than zero so that the slope of inflation Phillips curve we observe is supposed o be negative (i.e., horizontal inflation Phillips curve is impossible). Thus, price rigidity implies that unanticipated inflation rate is equal to zero. If unanticipated rate is equal to zero, then natural rate unemployment hypothesis predicts that unemployment rate will not change. Thus, horizontal inflation Phillips curve is impossible under natural rate unemployment hypothesis. If anticipated inflation is greater than zero due to recovery but unanticipated inflation rate is negative due to hysteresis caused by deflationary depression so that actual inflation rate is equal to zero (i.e., price rigidity), then negative unanticipated inflation rate predicts that both ex-post real wage and ex-post unemployment will rise according to natural rate unemployment hypothesis. Galí (2015) . Since the slope of wage Phillips curve was negative while the slope of inflation Phillips curve was horizontal from 1934 to 1939, hysteresis is false hypothesis to explain Phillips curve.
If anticipated inflation rate is determined endogenously, unanticipated inflation is definition instead of independent variable because unanticipated inflation rate is the difference between actual inflation rate and anticipated inflation rate. As Ting (2017a) showed that income velocity is definition so that it is wrong we use income velocity as independent variable to explain nominal aggregate income, natural rate unemployment hypothesis is false because unanticipated inflation rate is definition and Friedman used unanticipated inflation rate as independent variable to explain actual unemployment. If both anticipated inflation rate and unanticipated inflation rate are given exogenously to determine actual inflation rate, supply and demand is not permitted to determine ex-post market price in each market and actual inflation rate endogenously in general equilibrium model because the actual inflation rate, the actual wage rate and the actual unemployment rate derived from supply and demand may be different from the actual inflation rate, the actual wage rate and the actual unemployment rate determined by exogenous anticipated inflation rate and exogenous unanticipated inflation rate.
Let's study several paradoxes caused by the conflict between unanticipated inflation rate and the analysis of supply and demand. Friedman (1968, p. 8) wrote "A lower level of unemployment is an indication that there is excess demand for labor that will produce upward pressure on real wage rate. A higher level of unemployment is an indication that there is an excess supply of labor that will produce downward pressure on real wage rate." Friedman's analysis of excess demand for labor and excess supply of labor demonstrates that unemployment and real wage are dependent variable (effect), determined by supply and demand (cause) endogenously. Since Friedman argued that rise in real wage caused by negative unanticipated inflation rate raises unemployment in his second idea and the case of Brazil inflation, unemployment is dependent variable (effect) and real wage is independent variable (cause). Friedman (1968) is self contradictory.
Since static equilibrium is the premise of natural rate unemployment hypothesis, both demand curve and supply curve are given. When market real wage is lower than equilibrium real wage and both labor supply curve and labor demand curve are given, labor market is in excess demand so that there is no unemployment because every person who wants to work at market real wage is employed by firms. In this case, real wage and employment will rise until labor market reaches static equilibrium. Once labor market reaches static equilibrium, real wage should stop rising so that economy will not return to natural rate unemployment.
Natural rate unemployment must correspond to a certain level of real wage, say . is greater than equilibrium real wage. Otherwise, labor market is excess demand so that there is neither unemployment nor natural rate unemployment. If we assume that natural rate of unemployment is 4 percent and actual unemployment rate is 2 percent, then Friedman argued that real wage should rise in order to return actual unemployment rate to 4 percent in his second idea. But Friedman's analysis of excess supply of labor predicts that real wage will fall and employment (unemployment) rises (falls) so that unemployment will not return to 4 percent. Thus, if Friedman's second idea is true, then real wage rise due to negative unanticipated inflation rate (e.g., inflation rate falls abruptly so that inflation rate is underestimated) so that excess supply of labor plays no role to determine real wage. Suppose that actual unemployment rate rises from 6 percent to 8 percent during recession while both labor demand curve and labor supply curve are given. Since unemployment rate rises and both labor demand curve and labor supply curve are given, ex-post real wage must rise. If the analysis of supply and demand is true, ex-post real wage is impossible to rise when labor market is excess supply. In this case, natural rate unemployment hypothesis requires that unanticipated inflation rate should be negative so that both ex-post real wage and ex-post unemployment rise. Thus, natural rate unemployment hypothesis based on unanticipated inflation rate is inconsistent with Friedman's analysis of excess supply of labor.
Of course, we can interpret excess demand for labor (excess supply of labor) as the situation that unemployment rate is lower (higher) than natural rate of unemployment. The positive unanticipated inflation rate, which is given exogenously, makes real wage be lower than so that labor market is in excess demand and actual ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; unemployment is less than natural rate unemployment. Then, excess demand for labor leads to rise in both real wage and unemployment (i.e., countercyclical real wage) because economic agents revise their price expectation. Thus, unanticipated inflation rate returns to zero, real wage returns to and unemployment returns to natural rate unemployment. Consequently, natural rate unemployment hypothesis looks so far so good. Reconsider the case that negative unanticipated inflation rate makes real wage rise so that unemployment rate rises from 6 percent to 8 percent under given labor demand curve and labor supply curve while natural rate of unemployment is 4 percent. Since 6 percent unemployment is higher than natural rate unemployment, labor market is in excess supply and excess supply of labor predicts fall in real wage and unemployment. Friedman's analysis of excess supply of labor is contrary to natural rate unemployment hypothesis once more.
Further, negative unanticipated inflation rate (i.e., rise in real wage) pushes market unemployment rate to deviate from natural rate of unemployment when market unemployment rate is greater than natural rate of unemployment and market real wage is higher than . It means that economy is divergent. But negative unanticipated inflation rate makes labor market converge to natural rate unemployment when market unemployment rate is lower than natural rate of unemployment and market real wage is lower than but higher than equilibrium wage. Thus, negative unanticipated inflation rate causes a new paradox that the relationship between negative unanticipated inflation rate and stability of natural rate unemployment is random. I conclude that paradoxes in Friedman (1968) are caused by unanticipated inflation rate because unanticipated inflation rate is definition and we are not permitted to use definition as independent variable to develop any theorem, which is not proved before we introduce definition into theoretical framework.
It is worth noting that excess supply of labor cannot explain the negative relationship between wage and unemployment in recession (e.g., deflationary recession between 1929 and 1933) if we assume that both labor supply curve and labor demand curve are given because unemployment exists if and only if there is excess supply of labor so that the relationship between wage and unemployment is positive under static equilibrium. If labor demand curve shifts leftward, it is possible that the wage in current period is lower than the wage in last period and the volume of unemployment in current period is greater than the volume of unemployment in last period. If labor demand curve shifts rightward, it is possible that the wage in current period is higher than the wage in last period but the volume of unemployment is less the volume of unemployment in last period. Thus, we get pro-cyclical co-movement during business cycle (e.g., negative slope wage Phillips curve). Thus, the analysis of supply and demand in business cycle theory refers to change in supply and demand caused by shifting in either demand curve or supply curve as Solow and Gorden stated.
To summarize, natural rate unemployment hypothesis is false for six reasons. First, natural rate unemployment hypothesis implies countercyclical real wage but we observe cyclical real wage. Second, we observe horizontal inflation Phillips curve and positive slope inflation Phillips curve in the short run but natural rate unemployment hypothesis predicts negative slope inflation Phillips curve is in the short run (i.e., temporary trade-off). If conclusions of a theory are against observations, then this theory is false.
Third, there are two employment theories in Friedman (1968) . One is based on unanticipated inflation rate and real wage to predict positive relationship between real wage and unemployment. The other is built on excess demand of labor and excess supply of labor to suggest the negative relationship between real wage and unemployment. Thus, Friedman (1968) is self contradictory. Fourth, real world is in dynamic equilibrium because both supply curve and demand curve shift actually. Thus, static equilibrium is false premises on which natural rate unemployment hypothesis relies to explain Phillips curve because Phillips curve is a phenomenon arising from real world. We construct false theory if premise is false. Fifth, unanticipated inflation rate is not independent variable to explain actual unemployment but definition to explain nothing. Sixth, natural rate unemployment hypothesis cannot explain why the pattern of wage Phillips curve is different from the pattern of inflation Phillips curve between 1933 and 1939.
The Relationship between Price and Quantity
Ex-Ante Price and Quantity versus Ex-post Price and Quantity
The relationship between price and quantity on supply (demand) curve is positive (negative) in the sense of ex-ante because demand (supply) curve is buyers' (sellers') plan while buyers (sellers) have not yet entered market to fulfill their plans by transaction. We derive market supply (demand) curve in the sense of ex-ante from supply (demand) curves of each individual economic agent by aggregation. Although the relationship between ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity on (market) demand curve is opposite to (market) supply curve, there is no conflict if we study (market) demand curve and (market) supply curve separately. When we take supply and demand as a whole to form market, one ex-ante market price corresponds to not only the ex-ante market quantity ijef.ccsenet.org
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Vol. 10, No. 11; 2018 on market demand curve but also the ex-ante market quantity on market supply curve. Since one ex-ante market price maps to two different market ex-ante quantities except equilibrium, ex-ante market price cannot determines market ex-ante quantity. For example, the ex-ante market quantity on market supply curve rises but the ex-ante market quantity on market demand curve falls when ex-ante market price rises. Consequently, we do not know ex-ante market quantity will rise or fall when ex-ante market price changes. Conversely, one ex-ante market quantity corresponds to two different ex-ante market prices except equilibrium so that ex-ante market quantity cannot explain ex-ante market price, either. Thus, there is no causal relationship between the ex-ante market price and the ex-ante market quantity
When buyers and sellers transact in market, both market price and market quantity we observe are ex-post in real world. Both ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity are determined by market supply and market demand endogenously, not by either ex-ante market price or ex-ante market quantity. If market is in disequilibrium, excess demand (supply) will drive both ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity to increase (decrease). Thus, the analysis of supply and demand predicts that the relationship between ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity is positive in the sense of statistics whether we study macroeconomics (e.g., both Phillips (1958) and Friedman (1968) ) or microeconomics. In other words, neither ex-ante market price nor ex-ante market quantity is exogenous variable in economic theory to determine either ex-post market price or ex-post market quantity. Since both ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity are determined by market supply and market demand endogenously, both ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity are dependent variable. Since dependent variable explain nothing, ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity are irrelevant each other from the view point of cause and effect. Consequently, there is no any causal relation between ex-ante price and ex-post quantity, ex-ante quantity and ex-post price, ex-ante price and ex-post price, ex-ante quantity and ex-post quantity, ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity and ex-post price and ex-post quantity.
We can use another approach to analyze the relationship between price and quantity and reach the same conclusion in the last paragraph that there is no causal relation between price and quantity theoretically. When we read demand curve, we can reach two conclusions. First, if price falls, then economic agents will buy more. Second, if economics agents buy more, then price declines. Thus, we can either use ex-ante price to explain ex-ante quantity or use ex-ante quantity to determine ex-ante price so that the relationship between ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity on demand curve is circular reasoning. In other words, the relationship between ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity on supply curve and demand curve should be one on one mapping in the sense of mathematics instead of causality. Otherwise we are self-contradictory due to circular reasoning. For example, we study the optimum volume of capital under the maximum return rate on capital hypothesis as Ting (2009 Ting ( , 2017b proposed.
( , )−
(1)
Where , , , and are price, quantity (production function), capital, labor and price elasticity respectively. Since Ting (2017a) showed that mass does not depend on force in = ÷ because mass is indeterminate when acceleration is zero, is true in = but is false in = ÷ theoretically from the view point of cause and effect. It implies that derivative is not permitted to be reversed if there is causal relation between two variables. Since it is true that both in equation (4) and in equation (2) lead to equation (5), it means that the relationship between ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity on demand curve ( ( , )) in equation (1) is one on one mapping mathematically instead of causality. Thus, it is false that we explain ex-ante quantity by ex-ante price and vice versa.
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Where ( ) is cost function. Since cost function is independent of output price (i.e., ( ) does not exist theoretically) but is dependent on quantity of output, maximum profit hypothesis misleads us to accept that ex-ante quantity is cause and ex-ante price is effect. Similarly, Giffen goods drive us to believe that ex-ante price is cause and ex-ante quantity is effect because one ex-ante quantity correspond two ex-ante prices on backward demand curve, which is caused by income effect arising from increase in price, so that price cannot be a function of quantity (i.e., = ( ) does not exist when product is Giffen good) but quantity can be a function of price (i.e., = ( ) exists when product is Giffen good). If there is increase return to scale, one ex-ante price corresponds to two ex-ante quantities on supply curve because firms can supply different quantities of product while price is given (i.e., = ( ) does not exist).
If we use price (quantity) as independent variable to forecast quantity (price) in econometric model, we shall fail because both demand curve and supply curve shift inter-periods. Consider Lucas' aggregate supply function, = ( − ) in which GDP (i.e., quantity of total output and real factor) in the sense of supply is effect and unanticipated inflation rate (price and nominal factor) is cause. When aggregate supply curve shifts due to change in production scale (i.e., net aggregate investment is greater or less than zero so that capital stock changes), it means that coefficient in Lucas' aggregate supply function drifts (i.e., Lucas' aggregate supply function shifts as Phillips curve shifts). Thus, Lucas' aggregate supply function is always biased systematically because Lucas' aggregate supply function like Phillips curve is also a particular case that economists misinterpret the correlation between ex-post price and ex-post quantity for causal elation.
To summarize, the relationship between ex-ante market price and ex-ante market quantity is mathematic mapping and the relationship between ex-post market price and ex-post market quantity (e.g., Phillips curve) is correlation instead of causality which will be random in inter-periods due to shifting in supply curve and demand curve but positively correlated in current period due to excess demand and excess supply under given supply curve and demand curve.
Real Price versus Nominal Price
The concept of real price consists of two ideas. One is relative price. The other is purchasing power (e.g., real wage and real interest rate). I discuss relative price first. There are nominal prices in nominal price regime Suppose that we double the size of the second example in the last paragraph, in which there are two groups of products and there is no transaction between these two groups. Let 1 , 2 and 3 be candidate of numéraire in the first group and 5 , 6 and 7 be candidate of numéraire in the second group. Since we can replace relative price regime by nominal price regime in each product group, there are two sub nominal price regimes. Thus, there are two different kinds nominal price economy. One is nominal price economy if there is one common numéraire in all markets. The other is sub nominal price economy in which there is at least one sub numéraire in each product group.
It is relative prices economy that each product group has two goods only because we can establish sub nominal price economy if the number of products is more than two in each product group. Since there is no transaction between any two product groups in relative price economy, the number of relative prices in relative price economy is equal to the number of groups ( 2 ) instead of
while the number of goods is .
The key point of arguments above is that the concept of "total" does not exist in both relative price economy and sub nominal price economy. For example, you do not know your total wealth when you own one unit 1 and two units 3 in a four goods relative price economy while 1 and 3 are not in the same product group because there is no relative price between 1 and 3 so that we cannot add one unit 1 and two units of 3 together by a common unit for both 1 and 3 because common unit is identical to numéraire in this case. Thus, nominal price economy is super to relative price economy because every product has its value in terms of numéraire (i.e., numéraire is the common unit to measure the value of each product) under nominal price economy so that we know total expenditure, total revenue, profit (i.e., the difference between total cost and total revenue) and so on even some goods do not exchange each other. In other words, the information about value of non-exchange goods distinguishes nominal price economy from relative price economy. Thus, it is wrong that nominal price regime is super to relative price regime because the number of nominal price is less than the number of relative price given the number of goods.
Once we clarify the concept of relative price economy, we can compare nominal price model with relative price model. Let's review maximum utility hypothesis.
Where , and are nominal income, nominal price and quantity of product respectively. Since we cannot calculate both total revenue and total expenditure by relative price and quantity, the budget constraint in equation (8) does not exist under relative price economy as well as sub nominal price economy. In other words, nominal price economy is the sufficient condition for equation (8) implicitly. Since budget constraint and relative price economy are mutually exclusive, a rational economic agent, who makes his own decision based on maximum utility hypothesis, must live in nominal price economy except that a rational economic agent, who lives in either sub nominal price economy or relative price economy and makes his own decision based on maximum utility hypothesis, only purchases and sales goods that are in a particular product group.
Nominal prices in equation (8) are given exogenously. By maximum utility hypothesis, we can assume that the nominal price of varies and other nominal prices are fixed so that we derived demand curve for of an individual consumer from maximum utility hypothesis (i.e., nominal price regime is the sufficient condition for demand curve implicitly). It may mislead us to accept the conclusion that price is cause and quantity is effect. Since maximum utility under given nominal income and minimum cost under given utility are duel, we reach the same solution when we either use change in quantity to pursue optimum under maximum utility hypothesis or use change in nominal price to reach optimum under minimum cost hypothesis. Thus, the relationship between ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; ex-ante nominal price and ex-ante quantity on demand curve of an individual economic agent is mathematic mapping because maximum utility is cause while quantity is effect due to the reason that nominal prices are given exogenously so that there is no causal relation between ex-ante price and ex-ante quantity.
Since equation (9) is the sufficient condition for maximum utility mathematically and equation (10) is transformed from equation (9), equation (10) does not imply that market supply and market demand determine ex-post market relative price directly. Thus, relative price is definition in a general equilibrium model because all relative prices are not determined by market supply and market demand endogenously but are inferred from all ex-pot market nominal prices while each ex-post market nominal price is dependent variable determined by market supply and market demand in a particular market endogenously. For example, there is a general equilibrium model that determines ex-post market nominal price and so that we can define the ratio of to to be the ex-post market relative price ( ) between and while this general equilibrium model does not determine any ex-post market relative price by market supply of and market demand for and endogenously and directly. Thus, business cycle caused by the confusion between nominal price and relative price is impossible in nominal price economy because all economic agents make decision based on information arising from excess demand and excess supply, not nominal price and relative price. Since Lucas and Sargent ignored that excess market demand and excess market supply can provide correct information about the situation of economy, Lucas and Sargent (1979) incorrectly argued that the confusion between relative price and nominal price leads economic agents to make wrong decision about production so that unanticipated inflation causes fluctuation of aggregate income like the confusion between real wage and nominal wage leads labors to accept lower real wage so that unanticipated inflation rate drives employment to fluctuate under natural rate unemployment hypothesis. Ting (2017a) proved that Fisher's exchange equation is a false model because income velocity is definition but income velocity is used to explain nominal GDP as an independent variable in quantity theory of money by monetarists. Since the relative price in equation (10) is transformed from two nominal prices given exogenously in equation (9), the relative price in equation (10) is definition. Since definition is neither independent variable nor dependent variable in a model (e.g., relative prices do not appear in equation (8)), equation (10) does not mean that relative price does matter due to the reason that economic agents make decision based on relative price as well as nominal price does not matter due to the reason that equilibrium will not be disturbed if both nominal income and all nominal prices rise proportionally (e.g., neutrality of money and dichotomy between real factors and nominal factors). Maximum utility hypothesis is the foundation of natural rate unemployment hypothesis because labor supply is supposed not to change when market nominal prices and nominal aggregate income change proportionally. If labor supply is built on maximum utility hypothesis, then labor supply should relates to nominal wage instead of real wage. Since real wage is equal to nominal wage divided by price level while both nominal wage and price level are dependent variable in general equilibrium model, real wage is definition which should play no role in economic theory. For example, natural rate unemployment hypothesis is false because Friedman did not recognize that decision making (e.g., maximum utility hypothesis and labor supply) is based on nominal price instead of real wage. Besides, the role of real wage in natural rate unemployment hypothesis is not only independent variable to determine labor demand and labor supply in the sense of ex-post and ex-ante respectively in Friedman's second idea cited in section 2 but also dependent variable determined by labor supply and labor demand in labor market endogenously when Friedman used both excess demand for labor and excess supply of labor to predict the relationship between real wage and unemployment. It is worth noting that I did not discuss real wage when I argued that natural rate unemployment hypothesis is false in section 2 because the concept of nominal price regime, which is the sufficient condition for decision making (e.g., maximum utility hypothesis), and the concept of real wage in terms of purchasing power, which is definition inferred from nominal wage and inflation rate, are too complicate to be clarified by couple paragraphs.
Is it possible that there is an economy in which labor market determines real wage in terms of a bundle of real goods instead of purchasing power while other markets determine nominal price so that real wage in terms of a bundle of real goods works because we know market prices and inflation rate so as to convert real wage in terms of a bundle of real goods into nominal wage? Firms need nominal wage to calculate total cost and then sets nominal product price for sale. But firms do not know nominal wage before firms work out supply curve and set nominal product price because labor market determines real wage in terms of real goods and real wage in term of real goods cannot be converted into nominal wage before firms set nominal prices. Consequently, firms cannot count on real wage in terms of real goods to set nominal product price so that we cannot determine inflation rate in general equilibrium model although real wage in terms of real goods is determined in labor market already. In short, it is circular reasoning that we need to know nominal wage before we determine inflation rate but we have ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; to know nominal price and inflation rate before we convert real wage in terms of real goods into nominal wage in terms of purchasing power under the assumption that labor market determines real wage in terms of real goods. Note that it is expected nominal wage instead of real wage in terms of purchasing power if we use a bundle of real goods and expected prices to convert real wage in terms of real goods into nominal wage. In this case, we still need inflation rate in the sense of ex-post to convert expected nominal wage into real wage in terms of purchasing power although firms use expected nominal wage to set selling price. Thus, real wage in terms of purchasing power is still definition. Besides, we do not know that expected nominal wage makes labor market converge or diverge as well as selling price based of expected nominal price drive economy to converge or diverge.
Similarly, real interest rate is definition because real interest is equal to nominal interest rate minus inflation rate while ex-post market nominal interest rate is dependent variable due to reason that credit markets determine ex-post market nominal interest rates as well as inflation rate is dependent variable due to the reason that product markets determine ex-post market nominal prices. Thus, real interest rate is inferred from ex-post inflation rate and ex-post nominal interest rate by arithmetic computation as income velocity is definition inferred from ex-post aggregate income and ex-post quantity of money. If real interest rate depends on anticipated inflation rate and we form price expectation endogenously, real interest rate is definition because anticipated inflation rate is dependent variable. If price expectation is given exogenously, real interest rate is still definition because ex-post nominal interest rate is always dependent variable. Consequently, Phelps (1967) is false because Phelps mistook real interest rate for independent variable in his growth model to explain Phillips curve.
To summarize, relative price, real interest rate and real wage are all definitions in general equilibrium model so that all real prices are forbidden to be independent variable in general equilibrium model.
Microeconomic Model of Wage Phillips Curve
Cost function depends on certain number of labors, certain volume of capital stock and production function while we ignore intermediate inputs. The quantity of product that the firm plans to produce under certain market demand for product and certain cost function determines the quantity of labor that the firm plans to employ. Thus, the quantity of labor that the firm needs depends on market demand function of product, capital stock, the price of capital utilization and market wage. Capital stock and quantity of labor regard production function. Wage and price of capital utilization relate to cost.
When the firm is so small that the firm does not have influence on market wage (i.e., ∂w ∂ = 0 because market wage is a constant for the firm), we would like to know how many labors that the firm plans to employ under the assumption that the volume of product moves along a given product demand curve and the objective of the firm is maximum return rate on capital described by equation (1).
Equation (11) means that the firm keeps hiring new employee until the market wage given exogenously is equal to marginal value of marginal labor productivity. Equation (12) tells us the change in number of employee while output moves along a given product demand curve and other things are equal (e.g., capital stock and market wage are given exogenously). When output moves along a given product demand curve, is the output effect on labor demand curve under fixed wage and capital, which is reciprocal of marginal product of labor. Equation (12) is greater than zero because firms refuse to increase supply of output by moving along product demand curve if marginal revenue is less than zero. Equation (12) does not represent the output effect arising from shifting in demand curve of product. Besides, there is no any information about the total number of employee in equation (11) and (12). By equation (2) and (11), we get
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; 2018 = − (14) Equation (13) means that total sales revenue is distributed into either wage reward to employees or return on capital. Where γ is the price that pays for capital utilization, which is equal to depreciation rate of capital plus profit rate. Economists usually believe that wage, price of product, quantity of product, return rate on capital and volume of capital are all independent variables to affect number of employee. Virtually, equation (14) represents the mathematic mapping among these five variables while employment ( ) is effect and maximum return rate on capital hypothesis (equation (1)), demand function of product represented by , cost function represented by + and production function represented by ( , ) are cause. Thus, it is too simple to be true that aggregate income (i.e., value of total current output) determines volume of employment in macroeconomics and wage determines number of employee in microeconomics. Ting (2017b) used and ( − ) to represent two parallel product demand curves where is positive constant. When product demand curve shifts leftward from toward ( − ) , we get 
Let and be the number of labor and the volume of capital that the firm plans to employ respectively when product demand curve shifts leftward ( > 0). If = 0, then equation (16) and equation (13) are identical.
Equation (13) and equation (16) describe factor income distribution when the firm reaches equilibrium. Equation (18) demonstrate that output will fall if product demand curve shifts leftward and output will rise if product demand curve shift rightward. Equation (20) is the change in number of employee caused by shifting in demand curve of product (i.e., change in ), which is different from the change in number of workers caused by moving along a given product demand curve, . In other words, equation (20) means that labor demand curve shifts toward the same direction as product demand curve shifts because employment increases (decreases) while wage does not change (i.e., labor demand curve shifts) due to rightward (leftward) shifting in product demand curve.
Equation (22) guarantees that equation (20) is negative because marginal product of labor diminishes so that ijef.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; average product of labor is always larger than marginal product of labor. In equation (20), the negative relationship between and (employment) means that employment decreases when product demand curve shift leftward ( − and > 0) and employment increase when product demand curve shifts right ( + and > 0). It coincides with the employment theory in macroeconomics that employment increases (decreases) if aggregate income rises (falls).
Equation (21) shows that the wage, which firms intend to pay, falls (rises) when product demand curve shifts leftward (rightward). It implies that income effect (i.e., shifting in product demand curve) makes ex-post output, ex-post employment and ex-post wage rise and fall simultaneously in microeconomics under the circumstances of shifting in product demand curve inter-periods. This conclusion is consistent with pro-cyclical co-movements that ex-post inflation rate, ex-post aggregate income, ex-post employment and ex-post wage are positively correlated each other during business cycle so that we observe negative slope Phillips curve. Thus, microeconomics and macroeconomics are analogous. In other words, there is no causal relation between ex-post wage and ex-post unemployment (i.e., wage Phillips curve) in microeconomics although ex-post unemployment and ex-post wage is negatively correlated in the sense of statistics significantly. Thus, I prove that wage Phillips curve is correlation instead of causal relation by firm theory in microeconomics. In addition, equation (21) shows that the change in wage depends on labor productivity when product demand curve shifts. This conclusion is consistent with the rise in both wage and marginal productivity of labor during the recovery between 1934 and 1939 discussed in Ting (2017b) .
Price substitution effect is the corner stone of microeconomics to analyze economic activity based on the assumption that other things are equal except price. That is the reason why microeconomics usually does not concern income effect and output effect so that microeconomics was not able to handle business cycle because business cycle regards change in total output in terms of aggregate income. Since macroeconomics used to concern unemployment caused by change in aggregate income (i.e., income effect and output effect) while microeconomics used to deal with wage substitution effect on employment, it misleads us to believe that macroeconomics and microeconomics are irrelevant and opposite, e.g., positive relationship between wage and employment in macroeconomics versus negative relationship between wage and employment on labor demand curve in microeconomics. In fact, microeconomics and macroeconomics are consistent because we can derive positive relationship between wage and employment from equation (20) and (21) if we introduce income effect and output effect, caused by shifting in product demand curve, on employment and wage into firm theory.
This paper predicts that samples, which we collect from fluctuation of aggregate income, usually have the negative relationship between wage and unemployment except supply shock because product demand curve shifts during business cycle as well as samples, which we collect from stagnant aggregate income, usually have positive relationship between wage and unemployment because both demand curve of product and labor demand curve almost do not shift so that wage substitution effect will be apparent (e.g., change in the ratio of capital to labor) if wage fluctuates.
Macroeconomic Model of Phillips Curve
Ting (2011) derived two equations, which regard market interdependence, from individual economic agents. One equation regards the market interdependence between output sector and loan sector. The other refers to the relationship between input sector and loan sector. Each sector is composed of all markets that deal with goods have the same essential characteristics. For example, output sector is composed of all markets in which each market deals with a particular product produced in current period and loan sector is composed of all credit markets in which each credit market transacts a particular type borrowing and lending (e.g., bank loan and bond) in current period.
Equation (26) and (27) correspond to equation (11) and (15) in Ting (2011) respectively. Where , , , , , , , γ and are supply, demand, aggregate income, loan, labor, capital, wage, return rate on capital and interest rate respectively. Borrowing and lending are equivalent to demand for loan and supply of loan respectively.
( ) is equivalent to the idea of total output produced currently in the sense of supply (in the sense of demand). Patinkin (1976, p.85-6) expressed that Keynes (1936) defined aggregate income based on not only supply side named aggregate supply price but also demand side named aggregate proceeds or aggregate demand price in chapter 3. The concept of aggregate income in chapter 3 of General Theory is ex-ante while ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; = + and = + , the definition of aggregate income in chapter 6 of General Theory, are ex-post. Keynes (1936, p.25) wrote "the expected proceeds are greater than the aggregate supply price…there will be an incentive to entrepreneurs to increase employment…" In this paper, "the expected proceeds" corresponds to and "aggregate supply price" is equivalent to s . Thus, economy expands when > as Keynes addressed above.
Equation (26) and (27) predict that output sector, input sector and loan sector are simultaneously either in excess demand (expansion) or in excess supply (contraction) in current period. In other words, aggregate income, price level, employment, wage, volume of loan and interest rate are all dependent variables in Ting's model and these six dependent variables form pro-cyclical co-movements (i.e., these six dependent variable are positively correlated each other) in the sense ex-post. Both boom (e.g., all sectors are in excess demand so that every sector expands) and glut (e.g., all sectors are in excess supply so that every sector contracts) are essential characteristics of business cycle while boom and glut induce pro-cyclical co-movements (e.g., Phillips curve and Gibson's paradox). Thus, there is absolutely no trade-off between wage rate and unemployment rate as well as inflation rate and unemployment rate not only in the long run but also in the short run as Friedman (1977) conjectured that economists misinterpreted correlation for causal relation. Ting (2011) assumed that all economic agents are self-employee so that equilibrium in output markets implies equilibrium in input markets. In other words, Ting (2011) did not show the possibility that some non-friction unemployment cannot be eliminated by expansionary policy. If a general equilibrium model generates Phillips curve in the sense of pro-cyclical co-movement but omits persistent unemployment, this general equilibrium model is incomplete and unsound because persistent unemployment is an important phenomenon of business cycle. Since firms employ labor and capital in real world, I modify the model in Ting (2011) in order to demonstrate the possibility of persistent unemployment.
Since regards firms' production plan in the sense of aggregation, tell us how many units of input factors firms actually plan to employ.
implies how many unit of input factors firms need to employ if market demand for product is fitted by market supply. Thus, equation (27) is replaced by equation (28) because I exclude both labor supply and capital supply from the model in Ting (2011) .
Let subscript and represent firms' demand for input factors and markets' demand for input factors respectively. In this paper, there are two demand functions for input factors. One is the volume of input factor that economy needs in order to fit in aggregate demand for output ( ) so that and in equation (28) are identical to and in equation (27) respectively. The other is the volume of input factor that entrepreneurs plan to employ based of their plan to produce certain volume of output, . Let be demand for labor derived from by entrepreneurs. Thus, (labor supply) in equation (27) is replaced by (labor demand of the firm) in equation (28). Since supply of product also tells entrepreneurs the utilization rate of the capital controlled by firms, I substitute (firm's demand for capital) in equation (28) for supply of capital in equation (27), too. If s > and > , it implies that firms employ more input factors than markets can carry ( > and > ). Consequently, entrepreneurs will decide to lay off input factors (i.e., shift supply curve leftward) due to excess supply of outputs. If > and > , the volume of input factors, which entrepreneurs employ, is less than the volume of input factors, which needs, so that employment will increase. Since supply of input factor disappears in aggregate budget constraint when self employee is replaced by hiring, equation (28) represents real world. Then, I reach a crucial conclusion that equilibrium of output sector (i.e., s = ) does not imply the equilibrium of input sector (i.e., full employment which is equivalent to = = ) due to the reason that both supply output and demand for output are independent of supply of labor. It is worth noting that − (excess demand for loan and excess supply of loan) indicates not only output growth but also input growth so that equation both (27) and (28) coincide with the statement in Bernanke and Lown (1991, p.224 ) that "employment growth is strongly related to current loan growth".
There is another reason to support the argument above that supply of labor should be excluded from equation (28). Ting (2011) showed that the Keynesian consumption function is = instead of = because the former is ex-ante and the latter is ex-post. According to Clower (1965) , = ( + γ ) is the notional demand for consumption because it means the amount of consumption that labors are willing to spend in consumption if labors are employed. Since may not be equal to the number of labor that entrepreneurs plan to employ, is not effective if depends on labor supply. But both and are not only the ex-ante factor income that households will receive but also entrepreneurs plan to pay in the future. Thus, = + is the effective factor income on which effective consumption depends. Thus, = ( + ) is Clower's constrained demand because it means the amount of consumption that labors, who will be employed by firms in the sense of ex-ante, are willing to and affordable to spend effectively.
There are two crucial implications derived from equation (28). Although labor supply is not included in the equation (28), pro-cyclical co-movements stand as Ting (2011) stated because output influences on demand for input while supply of input factor does not affect demand for output through consumption due to the reason that some input factors may not be employed. Second, equilibrium of output sector (i.e., = ) does not imply that labor market is in equilibrium (i.e., full employment) in equation (26) and (28) but equation (26) and (27) does. By equation (28), it is possible that we are not able to handle cyclical unemployment by expanding aggregate demand ( ) immediately because does not increase (i.e., employment does not increase) so that consumption is sluggish and unemployment is more persistent than we expect. For example, firms reduce inventory to fit increase in demand for goods when > .
Keynesian Unemployment Equilibrium and Involuntary Unemployment
Keynes (1936, p. 26) addressed "Thus Say's law, that the aggregate demand price of output as a whole is equal to its aggregate supply price for all volume of output, is equivalent to the proposition that there is no obstacle to full employment." In Keynes' mind, full employment is the volume of employment corresponding to = s . When = but > , we get Keynes unemployment equilibrium interpreted by Leijonhufvud (1968, p.86) and natural rate unemployment because aggregate income is in equilibrium but labor market is in disequilibrium. Since = does not imply full employment ( = ) in equation (28), Keynes was wrong. If = is static equilibrium (i.e., net aggregate investment is equal to zero so that = +1 ), we cannot reduce unemployment immediately by increase in +1 (e.g., government expenditure) due to the reason that +1 does not increase and , +1 depends on +1 instead of +1 . If = +1 , = +1 because both ex-ante factor income and ex-ante employment (i.e., labor demand) do not increases. Thus, expansionary policy is usually less effective than we wish. Since business cycle is the process of deviation from and restoration to equilibrium if Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is static (i.e., both aggregate demand curve and aggregate supply curve do not shift), the unemployment under static Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is equivalent to natural rate of unemployment due to return to its former level as Friedman (1968) stated. It is worth noting that growth theory (e.g., Domar (1947) ) took care of business cycle if Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is dynamic equilibrium (e.g., net investment is greater than zero so that +1 > due to rightward shifting in aggregate supply curve).
Modigliani (1944) stated in section 16 that "There is one case in which the Keynesian theory of liquidity preference is sufficient by itself to explain the existence of under-employment equilibrium without starting out with the assumption of rigid wage." Consider a non-credit barter economy in which firms employ labors. It is possible that = and > while there is no money, credit and liquidity preference. Thus, Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is independent of liquidity preference in this paper. Besides, Ting (2017b) demonstrated that wage rigidity would result from supply of product and demand for product endogenously rather than union and minimum wage law exogenously so that wage rigidity is not the sufficient condition for Keynesian unemployment equilibrium.
Keynesian unemployment equilibrium and natural rate unemployment are very close conceptually even Friedman (1987, p. 18 ) wrote "The concept of "underemployment equilibrium" has been replaced by "natural rate of employment". Although both Keynesian unemployment equilibrium and natural rate of unemployment leads to the same conclusion that there is certain volume of unemployment which cannot be eliminated by expansion of aggregate demand ( ), Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is completely different from of natural rate unemployment. In this paper, the cause of Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is hiring and Phillips curve does not relate to Keynesian unemployment equilibrium. Friedman (1968) did not tell us the cause of natural rate unemployment but argued that the shifting of short run inflation Phillips curve is caused by natural rate unemployment. Keynes (1936, p. 15) wrote "Men are involuntarily unemployed if, in the event of a small rise in the price of wage-goods relatively to money wage, both the aggregate supply of labor willing to work for the current money-wage and the aggregate demand for it at that wage would be greater than the existing volume of employment." We observed that the money wage rate during boom were higher than or equal to the money wage rate during recession but the number of employment during boom was greater than the number of employment during recession. The difference in volume of employment between boom and recession coincides with what ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; Keynes wrote that "the aggregate demand for it at that wage would be greater than the existing volume of employment". Since involuntary unemployment refers to the change in volume of unemployment under given wage, involuntary unemployment regards the increase in unemployment that is caused by the leftward shifting in labor demand curve. Thus, involuntary unemployment is different from the unemployment caused by deviation away from labor market equilibrium while both labor supply curve and labor demand curve are fixed. Since involuntary unemployment depends on shifting in product supply curve, product demand curve and labor demand curve cyclically, we need expansionary policy to cure involuntary unemployment by rightward shifting in product demand curve to induce rightward shifting in labor demand curve under the circumstance that firms own idle capital stock to increase supply of output.
If both labor supply curve and labor demand curve are given and the number of unemployment increases, wage must rise. Under this circumstance, there is no involuntary unemployment because involuntary unemployment required that wage should not rise as well as unemployment should increase. If wage substitution effect (i.e., moving along a given labor demand curve due to change in wage) dominates output effect (i.e., shifting in labor demand curve), the decrease in money wage between 1929 and 1933 was impossible to be accompanied with aggravation of unemployment. Thus, the rise in unemployment between 1929 and 1933 was involuntary unemployment caused by insufficient demand for goods because wage was decreasing instead of rising. In other words, it is false that unemployment increased during Great Depression because natural rate unemployment rose and some labors searched new job instead of work.
When product demand curve shifts leftward, Ting (2017b) demonstrated that firms have to shift their supply curve leftward in order to produce less than before even the market price is the same as before (i.e., price rigidity). To lay off labors implies that labor demand curve shifts leftward because firms employ less worker than before even market wage is the same as before. To lay off labors also implies that product supply curve shifts leftward because production scale decreases. Lay off is the qualitative evidence for shifting in labor demand curve and product supply curve. For example, employment decreases under wage rigidity (i.e., firms employ less labors than before under given wage). In this case, we have to attribute the increase in unemployment during recession to the decrease in instead of wage rigidity. If wage rises and unemployment deceases (e.g., 1934-1939 in U.S.), we assure that labor demand curve shifts rightward. I reach a crucial conclusion that involuntary unemployment is consistent with wage Phillips curve because wage and involuntary unemployment is negatively correlated. Besides, the price rigidity between 1934 and 1939 implies that both product supply curve and product demand curve in the sense of aggregation shift because quantity of total output (i.e., GDP) grows while inflation rate is fixed. In short, shifting in both supply curve and demand curve is the corner stone of business cycle theory. Lucas (1978, p. 354) wrote "In summary, it does not appear possible, even in principle, to classify individual unemployed people as either voluntarily or involuntarily unemployed depending on the characteristics of the decision problems they face." I believe that Lucas criticized Keynes's involuntary unemployment from the view point of decision making of an individual worker in the theory of labor supply because Lucas used changes in labor supply to explain why aggregate income fluctuates (e.g., Lucas & Rapping, 1969) . When labors substitute leisure for work, declines. In this case, it is possible that aggregate income decreases but wage increases (i.e., labor market is in excess demand) and product markets are in excess demand because job searchers have to consume in order to live. Thus, and may not decrease when unemployment increases due to job search. Black Death is an example of income fluctuation caused by decrease in labor supply. Broadberry et.al (2012) found that real wage rose during Black Death in the thirteenth century while both population and GDP declined tremendously. Lucas' unemployment theory does not deny Keynes' idea of involuntary unemployment because reduction in aggregate income caused by reduction in labor supply does not imply general glut in product markets and rise in unemployment rate, which are two essential characteristics of recession.
Conclusion Remarks
The contribution of this paper to economics is methodology. I demonstrate that we are not permitted to construct economic theory on variables, which are determined by market supply and market demand endogenously, because those variables are dependent variable and dependent variable cannot explain anything. The strong correlation between two dependent variables (e.g., price and quantity) is nonsense because there is no causal relation between two dependent variables. For example, New Keynesian economics argued that low (high) interest rate causes low (high) inflation rate so that we observed flat inflation Phillips curve after 2008 due to the reason that Quantity Easing induced low interest rate. Since interest rate is the price of borrowing and lending determined by market demand for loan and market supply of loan while inflation rate is the average price of GDP determined by market demand for total current output and market supply of total current output, equation ijef.ccsenet.org International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 10, No. 11; 2018 (26) predicts that the relationship between ex-post interest rate and ex-post inflation rate is positive correlation of two dependent variables, not causality. As Phillips curve, New Keynesian economics misinterprets the pro-cyclical co-movements of ex-post interest rate and ex-post inflation rate (i.e., Gibson's paradox) for causal relation to construct model. The microeconomic model in section 4 and the macroeconomic model in section 5 show that wage, employment, inflation rate, GDP, interest rate and volume of loan are six dependent variables determined by market supply and market demand in each market endogenously. Thus, there are fifteen meaningless combinations of two dependent variables and each combination induces an apparent correlation by the analysis of time series, especially short term time series. For examples, wage and employment (i.e., wage Phillips curve), inflation rate and GDP, interest rate and volume of loan, wage rate and inflation rate, interest rate and inflation rate (i.e., Gibson's paradox) and inflation rate and employment rate (i.e., inflation Phillips curve) are all meaningless correlation in economics theoretically. Besides, Fisher's exchange equation is also a case of meaningless correlation because both quantity of money, which is determined by money supply and money demand, and nominal GDP, which is determined by supply of total current output and demand for total current output, are dependent variable in macroeconomics.
Finally, economists have not established the true methodology to practice and evaluate economic policy yet. Since inflation rate, interest rate, unemployment rate, growth rate of GDP and quantity of money are all dependent variables, they are not instruments to control economy but targets of economic policy. Targets may not conflict each other (e.g., trade-off between inflation rate and unemployment rate is wrong) because targets are all dependent variables. We can achieve targets if we control independent variables (i.e., instruments) correctly and targets assigned by us are available choice in general equilibrium model. Let's study several cases. First, Ting (2011) showed that borrowing and lending is independent variable so that we are able to affect interest rate, employment and aggregate income if we can control both supply of loan and demand for loan. Since the monetary policy of Federal Reserve Bank affects loan market, Federal Reserve Bank is influential. But it is wrong that Federal Reserve Bank try to affect economy by controlling interest rate in order to peg GDP growth rate, inflation rate and unemployment rate because interest rate is dependent variable, not instrument. Second, it is false that inflation rate is instrument and unemployment rate is target. Third, government expenditure and tax rate are instrument because government expenditure and tax rate are usually exogenous so that fiscal policy works except that Keynesian unemployment equilibrium is static. Lucas (1976) criticized econometric policy evaluation because parameters drift due to the reason that economic agents change their behavior in order to respond to change in economic policy (e.g., parameter drifting of Phillips curve discussed in section 5.3 of Lucas (1976) ). Since economists have built economic theory on dependent variable for centuries (e.g., quantity theory of money and stabilization policy based on Phillips curve), economists have misinterpreted change in meaningless correlation between two dependent variables for parameter drifting (i.e., change in behavior of economic agents which is independent behavior). Thus, I conclude that the true problem of econometric policy evaluation is that economists construct the contemporary economic theory and econometric model on relationships between dependent variables and dependent variables instead of relationships between independent variables and dependent variables.
